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Abstract
On May 12, 2006, the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization
(UNESCO) officially declared Montréal as an international City of Design. As the only
North American metropolis to have received this designation from UNESCO, Montréal is
the ideal location to begin a program of research interrogating and questioning the merits
of a “Design City.” This paper outlines the early stages of a transnational investigation
connecting all ten UNESCO cities through comparative case study analysis.
For six days in May 2011, a diverse group of 22 designers, artists and researchers from
seven countries explored Montréal’s designation as a design capital. This collaborative
research residency was organized in partnership with DesignInquiry, a non-profit
educational organization devoted to researching design issues in intensive team-based
gatherings. Participants engaged in a critical examination of the qualifying criteria
invoked by UNESCO during the selection process for prospective cities. The evaluative
rubric published by the organization is profoundly weighted towards the presence of
existing creative economies, almost exclusively privileging industrial development. By
contrast, this research residency focused on the social realities and impacts of design in
constructing individual and collective experiences within the built environment.
The long-term objective of this project is to conduct similar research events in each of the
UNESCO-designated cities, in order to address how design can fundamentally influence
the quality of life for each city’s inhabitants. The study will also evaluate the validity of
applying a universal model of assessment to geographically, culturally, and economically
disparate regions of the world—an approach that is seemingly antithetical to the UNESCO
vision.
Keywords: cultural diversity, the built environment, UNESCO creative cities network,
urban planning, economic sustainability, collaborative research
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Context and Background on the UNESCO City of Design
Program
In 2004, the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO)
initiated the Creative Cities Network with stated goals to “promote the social, economic
and cultural development of cities in both the developed and the developing world [... and
to] share interest in UNESCO’s mission towards cultural diversity” (UNESCO, n.d.).
Among the other categories (Literature, Film, Music, Media Arts, Gastronomy, Crafts and
Folk Art) lies the most populated division, City of Design, which launched in 2005.
Currently, the member cities in the network consist of Berlin, Buenos Aires, Kobe,
Montréal, Nagoya, Shenzhen, Shanghai, Saint-Étienne, Seoul, and most recently, Graz.
Cities are designated by application and must demonstrate adherence to the following
criteria: established design industries; a cultural landscape fuelled by design and the built
environment; design schools and research centres; creators with continuous activity at a
local and/or national level; experience in hosting fairs, events and exhibits; opportunities
for designers to use local materials and urban/natural conditions; and the presence of
design-driven support industries (UNESCO, n.d.).

Figure 1
Source: UNESCO (n.d.)
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Rationale for Thematic Focus: Design and Everyday Life
The Cities of Design program is relatively new, and has yet to be significantly studied or
challenged. The pervasiveness of designed artifacts and environments demands the
establishment of a focused discursive exploration aimed at understanding the crossdisciplinary influence and manifestation of design practices within everyday life. Through
comparative analysis of diverse urban geographies, this long-term study seeks to define
a common language and philosophical approach to applying design practice in the
management of human experiences within cities.
This program of research is not simply an exercise in valorizing the achievements of the
UNESCO cities; its ultimate aim is to provide a manifesto for global action and
empowerment, improving lives through design. Through analysis of successful instances
of design in the built environment, advocacy on behalf of the discipline will be a
cornerstone of the research outcomes. Design has long been a ubiquitous, but invisible
part of the everyday lived experience for a majority of citizens, and it is hoped that this
project will inspire further urban design studies through a continuing program of inquiry.
A precedent was set in 1964 when designer Ken Garland (1964) published the First
Things First manifesto. Signed by over 400 influential leaders, Garland attempted to
reposition the field of design, which he felt had become uncritical, and detrimental to the
welfare of citizens. The UNESCO project has a parallel purpose, in reaffirming that
design is not a neutral, value-free process of creation. Challenging archetypes, placing
users before products, redesigning systems from the bottom-up, connecting with
complementary disciplines of scholarship, and understanding the interconnected cycle of
design-production-consumption-disposal-afterlife are all very timely topics.
Cognitive scientist and design theorist Donald Norman has written extensively about the
necessity for restoring human-centred approaches to the design process. In his seminal
text, The Design of Everyday Things, Norman (1988) describes the psychology behind
effective and ineffective design practices, providing cautionary examples of the negative
consequences resulting from bad design decisions. Favouring the needs of individuals
over secondary concerns like aesthetics can have significant impacts on daily life,
reducing alienation and improving upon encumbrances that have been tacitly accepted
as a result of lazy thinking.
Similarly, designer Bruce Mau’s exclamatory book and touring exhibition, Massive
Change, presents the value proposition of design as an all-encompassing lens on the
world. Mau describes the project as thus:
Massive Change explores paradigm-shifting events, ideas, and people, investigating the
capacities and ethical dilemmas of design in manufacturing, transportation, urbanism,
warfare, health, living, energy, markets, materials, the image and information. We need to
evolve a global society that has the capacity to direct and control the emerging forces in
order to achieve the most positive outcome. (Massive Change, n.d.)
As a polemical statement, its strength lies in the numerous concrete instantiations of
effective design thinking applied to the medical industry, education, as well as housing
and infrastructure systems for rural or developing regions (Mau, 2004). The UNESCO
case study research builds upon these foundational examples, by applying analogous
critical interpretation to urban spaces, as opposed to discrete artifacts.
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Montréal as Prototype
Design in Montréal plays a fundamental role in all municipal policies and strategies, as
legislated in the Economic Development Strategy, Urban Plan, Heritage Policy, Cultural
Development Plan, and Strategic Plan for Sustainable Development (Design Montréal,
2006). As the home of international design networks, including ICOGRADA (The
International Council of Graphic Design Associations), as well as every professional
organization in the province, design represents 34% of all creative industries in the city
(Design Montréal, 2006). As a subject of research, this atypical abundance of creative
capital and policy support for design industries make Montréal a model case study
location.

Figure 2
Source: UNESCO (n.d.)

Montréal has nurtured commendable examples of sustainable practices, and the city
demonstrates a fundamental integration of art and life. The inaugural speech from
UNESCO Director-General Koichiro Matsuura summarizes Montréal’s attributes as such:
Even the city itself acknowledges that ‘design in Montréal is not simply for show but a
source of daily wellbeing.’ Not only has Montréal demonstrated that design can be a
powerful tool in promoting inclusion and plurality of values, but the city has also called
upon its citizens to play a critical and active part in mobilizing design to inspire more
innovative living environments that enhance daily life and existence. (Matsuura, 2006)
Much has been written about Montréal’s arts and cultural attractions, but little has been
explored in terms of the design and infrastructure that support the more showy aspects of
city life. The integration of public art, design, and innovative public systems make
Montréal a rich, multicultural community to establish a set of evaluative criteria, which will
subsequently be applied to the other nine UNESCO-designated cities.
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DesignInquiry: DesignCity Montréal
To initiate the UNESCO program of research, a diverse group of 22 designers, artists and
researchers from seven countries explored and interrogated Montréal’s designation as
North America’s first and only UNESCO City of Design during the month of May, 2011.
This six-day collaborative residency was organized by the author and Emily Luce, in
partnership with DesignInquiry—a non-profit educational organization devoted to
researching design issues in intensive team-based gatherings.

Figure 3—DesignCity Typeface by Melle Hammer
Source: DesignInquiry (2011)

Participants were prompted to consider what characteristics exemplify a “City of Design”:
“Do designers control these qualities, or do they evolve out of the ways people use the
city? Given its status as a cultural hub, does Montréal contain inherent design qualities in
its topographies, citizens, and outputs?” (DesignInquiry, 2011a) Based on this thematic
framework, each contributor proposed a research question or creative project to explore
during the residency. The organizers (or “framers”) oriented the proposals using three
primary lenses—people, places, and things—and then filtered them into four process
modalities: presentation, research, production, and facilitation. This resulted in a tentative
“Not the Schedule” of activities—a signature of DesignInquiry events that accommodates
more fluid and responsive programming. Such an unconventional approach reflects the
productive nature of the gathering, which focused on in-situ development of collaborative
research-in-progress. Unlike most professional conferences that focus on presenting the
end stages of an investigative process, DesignCity Montréal invited dialogue and
exchange on projects in their germinal stages.

Figure 4—Not the Schedule

The shared live-work space for the week also embodied the concept of design in flux.
The building in which all participants temporarily resided has functioned as the Mother
House and chapel for the Sisters of Charity (the Grey Nuns) since 1871. The order was
founded in 1737 by Marguerite d’Youville, who was recognized as a Saint in 1990, and
whose body remains in the catacombs located below the chapel (Grey Nuns of Montréal,
n.d.). The building was partially turned over to Concordia University in 2007 for use as
student residences, and will eventually house the institution's entire Faculty of Fine Arts.
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A small number of the remaining Sisters continue to share the space, until they are
moved to new housing in 2012 (Concordia University, n.d.).
In addition to sharing sleeping quarters, communal cooking became an extension of
research and creative practice. All residents took responsibility for various aspects of food
preparation and coordination, focusing on sourcing local ingredients and traditional
Québecois fare. The philosophical impetus was to build a community spirit, and to foster
a flat hierarchy where academics, design professionals, and graduate students all shared
equal amenities, regardless of their status or level of experience. This holistic, immersive
experience demonstrated that some of the most productive discussions occur over dinner
or informal evening conversations, not in lecture halls or behind podiums.

Figure 5—Communal living and collaborative cooking
Source for Grey Nuns image: Concordia (n.d.)

Each morning, designated “prompters” coordinated the daily activities, based on identified
themes: the legacy of 1960s futurism, transportation systems (the highly-lauded Metro
system, the popular Bixi bike sharing program, etc.), public art, architecture, guerilla
interventions, and so forth. Brief presentations provided a contextual framework for the
selected theme and introduced research questions that the group would explore during
daily excursions. Individuals were expected to contribute to the development of one
another’s research pursuits in an open source, collaborative manner.
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Figure 6—Morning “prompts”

To investigate the research questions, DesignCity participants moved throughout
Montréal on foot, Metro and bicycle, capturing experiences, photographs and impressions
of planned and spontaneous design in the urban environment. Expeditions to the iconic
sites of Expo 67 and Olympic Park provided opportunities for reflection upon the lifespan
of urban design and decay, while dérives through Boulevard St. Laurent's varied food
vendors and Griffintown's turbulent state of structural transition revealed the layering of
competing cultural constructions. As a multicultural city with enduring divisions between
the French and English communities, the group explored themes of boundaries,
thresholds, and displacement, within the context of historical settlements. In Québec,
there exist parallel anglophone and francophone organizations for virtually every creative
discipline, as well as many other areas of public life. The design community is no
exception.
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Figure 7—Dérives and urban explorations

Reflecting upon experiences in the urban landscape, participants began developing
preliminary visual and written notations that would lead to more complex, resolved
projects related to their research interests. Samples from this voluminous output reveal
the breadth of different approaches utilized by the residents to process their reactions to
the city.

Figure 8—Pages from participant Tim Vyner’s sketchbook
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Figure 9—Selected sketches from participant Gail Swanlund

“Je me souviens”: Portes Ouvertes Design Montréal
The impressions, findings and works-in-progress of the participants coalesced into two
site-specific public installations as part of Portes Ouvertes Design Montréal, a launch
event for the city’s Mois du Design (Month of Design). This citywide design festival was
scheduled one month following the DesignCity event, attracting more than 17 000
visitors, in addition to general public foot traffic (Portes Ouvertes Design Montréal, 2011).

Figure 10
Source: Portes Ouvertes Design Montréal (2011)

The ground floor atrium space of Concordia University’s Engineering and Visual Arts
Complex was utilized as a launch site for the event. This open and vaulted area serves
as the main corridor to one of the busiest Metro stations in the STM (Société de transport
de Montréal) system.
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The exhibition title, “Je me souviens” (I remember), is derived from the official provincial
motto that poetically alludes to historical tensions between the francophone and
anglophone populations in Québec. It also serves to describe the reflective experience of
the DesignCity participants. The assembled nature of the installations referenced the
collaborative, flat hierarchy structure of DesignInquiry, which promotes cross-disciplinary
contribution and the free and equal exchange of information and ideas. Illustrating the
multiplicity of viewpoints gleaned from a shared experience, the exhibition demonstrated
the continuing synthesis of questions inspired by Montréal's designation as a UNESCO
City of Design.
Organization and production of the exhibition was coordinated by a curatorial team
consisting of the author, Ben Van Dyke, and Emily Luce. Preparation time was
exceptionally brief, and further constrained by limited funds to fabricate the installation
components. The DesignCity residency was heavily subsidized by institutional grants and
external funding, leaving a meager seven hundred dollars to produce an impactful
presence for the Portes Ouvertes event.
The first-floor entry space served as a teaser and unconventional wayfinding system to
direct visitors to a less public installation. Using QR codes—a new form of bar codes that
can be read by smart phones—the team generated floor tiles linking to online content
created or formatted specifically for low-resolution delivery. Attendants were on-hand to
demonstrate how to interact with the installation, and to provide mobile devices for those
who did not have access to the technology.

Figure 11—QR code installation in atrium of Concordia University
Source: DesignInquiry (2011c)

The second, more intimate space, provided a less mediated experience of the DesignCity
participants’ observations and works-in-progress. Formally and conceptually reflecting the
open and shared nature of the collaborative process, a sixty-foot by 18-foot patchwork
assemblage of visual and textual documents was constructed. In addition to the printed
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matter, a documentary video short animated the space with interviews and visuals
captured during the residency. Given the limited reflection and development time
between the event and the exhibition, this integrated layout demonstrated a more honest
approach to showcasing research from the six-day intensive.

Figure 12—60’ x 18’ installation at Concordia University

DesignCity participants were also encouraged to submit entries to the peer-reviewed
DesignInquiry journal, which exists in both online and printed formats (DesignInquiry,
2011c). The materials selected for publication represent more formalized content, as
opposed to the less filtered material presented during the Portes Ouvertes exhibition.

Figure 13—DesignInquiry Journal
Source: DesignInquiry (2011c)
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Post-Mortem and Research Challenges
The DesignCity residency in May 2011 successfully inaugurated a new program of inquiry
on the UNESCO City of Design designation. Not only did it initiate a dialogue on design
practices in urban centres, but it also helped to facilitate connections with a global
network of researchers and practitioners. On a smaller, regional scale, this event also
provided a testing ground for collaborative production and organizational structuring. The
lessons learned from this event will be applied to subsequent gatherings in partner cities,
in order to yield the most fruitful results from these investigations.

Design Tourism Versus Critical Analysis
Occasionally, the DesignCity event functioned as a form of global tourism, masquerading
as a research study opportunity. This sensibility could be attributable to the fact that 22
outsiders descended upon an unfamiliar city for an extremely brief period of time. Greater
background knowledge in the history and culture of a region is required before
meaningfully assessing its manifestations in the built environment. First impressions
recorded by the participants were useful in highlighting issues and phenomena that have
become familiar to the point of invisibility in the lives of local residents. However, any
interrogation requires depth and continued exploration to avoid superficial
characterization. This will be an important consideration when pursuing studies in the
other UNESCO cities.

Development of Measurement Tools and Evaluative Criteria
A second factor inhibiting clear and useful results from the event was the lack of welldefined measurement tools. The free-form nature of the “Not the Schedule” provided rich
creative explorations and outcomes, but requires an increased level of structure and
rigour to derive strong evaluative results. Perhaps the underlying sense of design tourism
could be ameliorated through more focused research questions, rather than a broad set
of thematic investigations. It is clear that several follow-up events of a similar nature will
need to be scheduled to address more specific concerns.

Keeping Up With Expansion of the UNESCO Program
Since the DesignCity event, UNESCO has designated Graz as a City of Design, and the
program will continue to expand indefinitely. With limited time and funding, it will be
necessary to define the scope of the research project. Possible approaches include
limiting the study to the first ten designated cities, or focusing more on the UNESCO
program as a whole, using selected cities merely as exemplars.

Project Funding and Time
The nature of this project requires a great deal of travel and costly production. Seed
funding from various sources has been awarded to initiate the research, but a more
significant capital infusion will be required to fully realize the project to completion.
Moreover, this study cannot be completed within summer semesters or a sabbatical, so a
balance of research and teaching during academic terms will need to be reconciled to
facilitate extended periods of travel.
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Current and Future Initiatives
DesignInquiry: Berlin
DesignInquiry is currently planning a follow-up residency in Berlin, to take place during
August, 2012 (DesignInquiry, 2011b). Florian Sametinger, a DesignCity participant and
member of Berlin’s Design Research Lab, is working with the University of the Arts Berlin
to facilitate an event in the second UNESCO-designated city (Design Research Lab,
2011). Feedback and observations from the Montréal residency will be used to reframe
the forthcoming gathering in Berlin.

Figure 14—ACHTUNG! DesignCities: Berlin call for participation
Source: DesignInquiry (2011c)

Catalogue
A modest institutional grant is funding the publication of a catalogue for the DesignCity
event. Participants have developed and refined their research and creative explorations
for inclusion in this project. More formalized texts and visual media will document and
follow up on the “Je me souviens” exhibition, as well as anticipate future expansion of the
project.

Documentary
The most significant outcome of this project is the production of a documentary video on
the subject of the UNESCO City of Design program. Its purpose is to advocate for the
importance of design as an overarching consideration in the development or reimagining
of urban spaces. The video is aimed at a multivalent audience of viewers, including
academics, design practitioners, policy-makers, and those with a special interest in urban
studies. As such, the tone will be less academic and more accessible, employing editing
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techniques derived from popular media and television. It is critical that this study make
connections with a variety of related disciplines, to ensure that the message is relatable
and understandable to a majority of audiences. Seed funding is currently supporting the
production of a short-form documentary video on Montréal as a prototype, which will
serve as a proof of concept before embarking on the large-scale project.

Web Repository
To facilitate public access to the results of this study, a living web archive of media clips
and texts is being generated as a complementary mode of dissemination. This website
will initially serve as a repository for raw data collection that has not yet been analyzed or
synthesized to any great degree. However, as the project advances, greater stratification
in the levels of processed information and formality will exist. The archive serves manifold
purposes and communities. From the perspective of the researcher, it becomes a hub for
storing and accessing documentation collected during the ongoing research
investigations. For educators, it can serve as a location to access open source teaching
tools for classroom use and study, introducing greater degrees of international content to
the traditional Western canon.

Conclusions and Next Steps
In summary, this is a very large and complex project that requires management of many
individuals over an extended period of time. The first DesignCity event revealed the
complex and problematic nature of the UNESCO program, while also testing new forms
of collaborative research and creation. Academic partnerships with more professionallyoriented organizations such as DesignInquiry facilitated a rich mix of scholars, students
and industry players. Furthermore, involvement with the Portes Ouvertes Design Montréal
event accelerated the dissemination of preliminary research findings and observations,
generating momentum and capturing the interest of local and global partners and
collaborators.
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